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The following is a special message from one of our sponsors, Senate Conservatives Action. The following
message reflects the opinion and representations of our sponsor alone, and not necessarily the opinion of

Winning America.

Fellow Conservative: 

Sean Hannity, Mark Levin, Congressman Mark Meadows, and leading
conservatives are supporting Jim Jordan for Speaker of the House. 

Like President Trump, these leaders know that Jim Jordan is tough and has what it
takes to advance a bold agenda. 

They have pledged their support, but will you sign your name? 

We need to quickly collect 100,000 signatures to send a message to House
Republicans before they return to Washington next month. 

Will you join the fight for courageous conservative leadership? 

ADD YOUR NAME HERE >> 

Jim Jordan has a long record of fighting for our principles. Whether it's questioning
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Jim Jordan has a long record of fighting for our principles. Whether it's questioning
Hillary Clinton on Benghazi or picking apart the FBI's surveillance abuses, he's
tough, disciplined, and highly effective. 

If House Republicans have the courage to pick Jim Jordan as their next leader, it
will lead to better policies and more political support. 

Please help us defeat the Washington establishment by supporting Jim
Jordan for Speaker of the House. 

Sign the petition and make your voice heard. It's time for strong leadership in
Congress that will truly drain the swamp! 

Thank you for your support. 

Sincerely, 

 
Ken Cuccinelli II 
President 
Senate Conservatives Action 

P.S. Please forward this email to your family and friends so they can support Jim
Jordan for Speaker and help us take America back! 

Sign The Petition
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